The state
of cyber
security
Your guide for
2021 and beyond

Cyber attacks
happen.
It may seem easy to ignore cyber
security and take the, “it will never
happen to me or my business” stance.
We get it — cyber security is an
overwhelming topic.
That’s why Field Effect exists.
We believe all businesses deserve
powerful, cost-effective, and easy-to-use cyber
security to protect their operations from cyber
threats. No matter your security knowledge,
resources, or budget, cyber security should

But where
do you start?

be approachable and attainable for you.
We created this eBook to highlight
the substantial changes to cyber
security over the past year and share our
experts’ predictions for the future. Inside,
you’ll find new and emerging threats
to watch for this year and other key
information that will help you keep
your business secure.
More than anything, we want to stop
cyber criminals from hurting businesses
and people like you. If you have any
questions, or if there’s anything further
we can do to help, please reach out.
We’ve got your back.
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THE STATE OF CYBER SECURITY

Staying ahead
of cyber security
changes
Cyber security is like a game of cat and
mouse: Just when you think you’ve figured
out how the bad guys got in, set up
your defences accordingly, and secured
your threat surface as much as you can,
something changes.
Attackers will always find innovative ways to compromise
your business. New hardware, software, and workrelated processes introduce new vulnerabilities that
they can exploit. In response, you modify your defences,
turning to more holistic solutions to close the security
gaps, and the cat-mouse game continues.
It’s a cycle that has been repeating for years, and 2020
was no exception. But that doesn’t mean this year has to
be the same. Stay ahead of attackers by learning which
new cyber threats and techniques will take centre stage
this year (and beyond) and how to secure your business
against ever-evolving attacks.

BUT FIRST, LET’S START BY
LOOKING BACK ON THE DRAMATIC
CYBER SECURITY CHANGES FROM
LAST YEAR.
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How cyber security
changed in 2020
With the global coronavirus pandemic arriving early

IT teams rushed to enable this change and support

in 2020, companies were forced to comply with social

workers now operating remotely, but that speed

distancing guidelines, resulting in empty offices and

increased the risks facing corporate data and IT

people working from home in significant numbers.

networks. As a result, companies around the world
had to rethink their approach to cyber security.

Threat surface
expansion

D ATA

BREACHES

INCREASED

BY

Securing remote workers is hard in the best of times, let
alone during a pandemic. Volumes of workers brought
technology home and started accessing corporate files
from locations outside company networks. IT teams

IN

THE

1ST

QUARTER

OF

2020

everywhere had to ramp up infrastructure development
to keep staff and company assets secure.
This expanded every organization’s threat surface — all

While teams everywhere felt the pressure,

the parts of an IT network where cyber criminals could

Chief Information Security Officers (CISOs) and their

use security gaps or other vulnerabilities to gain access

staff felt the greatest impacts. The already demanding

— amplifying existing cyber security challenges, which

role of a CISO took on added challenges as they adjusted

attackers promptly exploited. In the first quarter of 2020,

procedures and policies as quickly as possible, putting

1

2

data breaches increased by 274% compared to the same

them in a reactive position that made proactive threat

period in 2019, at a cost measured in the billions.

surface reduction more difficult.
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Toolset complexity
and alert fatigue

A BRIEF HISTO RY OF
CYBER SECURITY TOOLS

Security challenges and problems are often solved with
new tools and solutions, but introducing extra tools
to the technology stack creates complexity. Research
shows businesses use anywhere from 25 to 49 separate
3

security tools to protect their operations, buying from
as many as 10 different vendors — but more tools don’t
4

necessarily result in a better security response. In fact,
companies with a more complex tech stack responded

1990 — Antivirus (AV): Traditional antivirus software is
designed to prevent attackers from compromising endpoints
and servers. AV looks for attributes of known malicious files,
which can limit its overall effectiveness. In the mid-2010s, “nextgeneration antivirus” became a popular term used to market
additional AV functionality. Used in isolation or as the core tool
in a set, these programs lack the comprehensive functionality
needed to address all the threats facing a business.

that they had a harder time detecting and responding to
an attack.

2005 — Security Information and Event Management
(SIEM) software: SIEM software aggregates data and logs

That’s because complex toolsets create noise that

from tools like firewalls, antivirus software, and other detection

becomes easier to tune out over time, leading to what’s

sources. SIEM software can be costly, not to mention complex

known as alert fatigue. Imagine dealing with hundreds of
alerts from multiple security tools at any given time and

to set up and manage, as it requires careful configuration and
testing to establish rules for detection. False positives are
common in these cases.

sifting through reams of data to try and figure out what’s
a genuine threat and what’s a false positive.
Adding new technology to manage security has quickly

2013 — Endpoint Detection and Response (EDR):
EDR deploys an agent on an endpoint to collect data types
beyond logs, enabling continuous monitoring on the endpoint

become an outdated approach. Each new tool is another

— but data still needs to be analyzed by a mature security team

budget line item, and growing toolsets demand even

or dedicated managed security service provider (MSSP), and

more time to oversee. Each tool may only provide a view
into one aspect of your IT environment, resulting in a
siloed approach to threat management. What’s more,
integrating new tools is another time-consuming task;
finding interoperable tools that scale to your security
needs is tough.

the sheer volume of it can easily lead to alert fatigue when
automation or support is not available.

2016 — Security Orchestration, Automation, and
Response (SOAR) solutions: SOAR solutions aggregate
information from other programs that are often not designed
to work together in the first place. SOAR aims to simplify
security tool management and solve the problem of tech stack

The shift to remote work has only made this more
apparent, with additional challenges from the use of

complexity but can lack the cohesion and ease of use of a holistic
solution.

shadow IT solutions — tools and software that an IT team
doesn’t have total control or knowledge of — that staff
may put in place to support their new
work setup.

2016 to present — Managed Detection and
Response (MDR): Managed detection and response takes the
benefits of EDR’s continuous monitoring a step further, delivering
its benefits as a managed service. This allows companies of any
size to get security expertise on their side.
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LOOKING

AT

2 0 2 1:

Emerging threats
to watch for
For years, threat actors have been mirroring our

As someone with a pivotal role in securing private

technological changes, tweaking and refining their

company data and systems, you know how critical it is

attack tactics to achieve greater success. Last year was

to stay on top of new and emerging risks. As you look to

no different, looking at the flurry of pandemic-themed

the future to update your company’s defence this year,

5

phishing scams, assaults on improperly configured

keep these seven cyber threats top of mind.

cloud apps, and more.

01

Pandemicthemed social
engineering scams

Similarly, attackers will continue exploiting the remote
work environments and lower levels of in-person
interaction to conduct business email compromise and
8

other impersonation attacks.

Attackers will continue capitalizing on
the news cycle that dominated 2020 by
focusing their phishing attacks and
6
social engineering scams on COVID-19.
As discussions around the vaccine ramp up, our team
anticipates that threat actors will update their attacks
to blend in with current events and satisfy a need for
information. The Federal Trade Commission (FTC)
expressed similar concerns in a recent blog post warning
7

the public about vaccine-related scams. Be cautious of
fraudulent email messages with attachments or links
claiming to offer brand new vaccine information.
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03

Attacks on
remote workers
and their tools

The cybercrimeas-a-service
(CaaS) economy

As companies enabled full-time remote work, we

Another top cyber threat is the flourishing CaaS

witnessed a stark increase in the adoption of remote

economy. New research found that off-the-shelf malware

access tools, video conferencing apps, and cloud-based

has never been easier to find or cheaper to buy. Almost

services. Between this and all the new home offices,

anyone can find hundreds of illegal marketplaces in mere

there is more opportunity for a cyber attack.

seconds.

Our cyber security analysts anticipate that
threat actors will continue exploiting this
9
expanded threat surface. They may focus
their attacks on:

Our team agrees that threat actors will
continue participating in criminal online
marketplaces, renting and selling items
such as:

12

Remote desktop apps

Phishing and exploit kits to gain initial access
to victim systems

Misconfigured web-based services

Stolen account credentials to impersonate
a legitimate user

Legacy operating systems
Unpatched internet-facing applications

Databases of confidential personal and corporate
information

Outdated browsers

We may also see a focus on serverless attacks

10

as organizations continue adopting the
cloud-service model.

Ransomware services and malware to encrypt
and extort victims
Infrastructure to run the malware

Why is this a top threat? Well, despite extensive efforts

To stay safe, remind employees that they are a target
and can defend themselves by remaining vigilant and
11

following cyber security best practices, such as:

to take down these online marketplaces, they still exist.
This ability to buy and rent malware means anyone —
even those with little or no hacking skills — can become a
cyber criminal.

Patching software regularly
Using strong passwords
Backing up data regularly

We may see attacks increase as threat actors capitalize
on a highly scalable income stream and the fact that they
no longer need a technical skillset to hack systems. They
can simply buy or rent the tools to carry out their attack,
13

and at a low price too.
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New ransomware
and extortion
strategies

Attacks on
vulnerable IoT
devices

Most companies have realized the
importance of properly backing up data in
case they’re the victim of a ransomware
attack. But there’s a new extortion
technique that renders these efforts
insufficient.

Internet of Things (IoT) devices — such as
smart security cameras and thermostats —
are quickly becoming a valuable target for
attackers. Our team anticipates this trend
will continue.
IoT devices connect to networks, cloud apps, and other

Attackers start by doing their homework — researching

technologies, and offer endless productivity benefits for

the target’s assets and financials — and use this intel to

businesses and individuals alike. They’re helping create

set a ransom fee. Then, instead of encrypting the data

an increasingly connected world and will likely become

and offering a decryption key in exchange for money,

even more commonplace as people integrate IoT into

they threaten to release sensitive information publicly if

their day-to-day lives.

the victim doesn’t pay.
Unfortunately, these devices are often connected to
They coerce the target into paying by threatening to

valuable company assets but are rarely built with security

cause a data breach, a technique that exploits new

in mind. Weak security controls on these devices are

14

privacy regulations that penalize companies for not

a major concern, especially as they share a network

properly securing private data. Attackers depend on the

with systems and devices housing highly sensitive

fact that their ransom may cost less than the penalties,

information.

fines, and reputation damage the company may face if
they choose not to pay.

And while IoT manufacturers have started to focus more
on incorporating security controls, many still prioritize
functionality and affordability.
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More targeted
spear-phishing
campaigns
Phishing continues to be one of the easiest, cheapest,
most popular cyber attack methods, and we expect it
will remain a top cyber threat in 2021 and beyond. But
to ensure success and a higher return on investment,
attackers may become more selective while choosing
16

their victim. This is spear-phishing.

Thanks in part to the CaaS economy and phishingas-a-service offerings, attackers can spend less time
developing tools and more time researching their
targets. They may form their attacks using personal

06

Living-off-the-land
(LOTL) attacks
We expect LOTL attacks to remain a top cyber threat.
Despite being mainstream for many years already, LOTL
attacks often go undetected for long periods. These
attacks make use of tools already installed on targeted
computers — instead of uploading and executing custom
malware, for example — a feature that makes them
challenging to defend against.

information gained from social media accounts and
company websites to create more convincing spearphishing campaigns.

Attackers may target
specific groups, such as:
Online retailers, as they may operate on unsecured
e-commerce platforms
Virtual education platforms, due to the increasing
number of users
Healthcare institutions, as they collect a lot of
sensitive data and, due to the critical nature of their
business, may be more likely to pay a ransom

Because they don’t generate any new files, attackers
can fly under the radar of many security tools and
cause significant amounts of damage. Consider this
as you add or swap out security solutions this year.
15

Covalence is one example of a cyber security platform
intelligent enough to spot a wide range of threats and
vulnerabilities, including discreet LOTL attacks.
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THE

S TAT E

OF

CYBER

S E C U R I T Y:

Trends, threats,
and more
Speculating on the state of cyber security is inherently challenging.
From new attacks and techniques to technology and defences, it’s
always changing and evolving. Still, our team of cyber security analysts
have provided their best insights on what the future may hold, looking
beyond this calendar year.

In the next five to ten years, prevention and
preparedness will be more vital than ever.
If 2020 taught the cyber security industry
anything, it’s that proactively planning for
a cyber security incident or data breach is
critical. Expect to see a greater emphasis on
preparedness and response playbooks, not
to mention growing investment in employee
education and training at all levels.

Companies that work with personally identifiable
information should prioritize compliance moving
forward. Ensuring cyber security programs comply
with existing regulations and align with accepted
frameworks will be a top-of-mind concern in the
future, if it isn’t already.

What’s more, evolving privacy and security concerns
are expected to become far more urgent as laws come
into full force. The European Union General Data Privacy
Regulation (GDPR), Canada’s Personal Information
Protection and Electronic Documents Act (PIPEDA), and
the California Consumer Privacy Act (CCPA) are now fully
enforced. In-scope companies and organizations that
violate these laws now face regulatory fines and further
activity that could impact their ability to do business.
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Taking a look beyond the
next 12 months, a few threats
and trends are apparent that
will likely play a bigger role:
01

Challenges when prosecuting cyber crime

Despite the growing number of countries actively regulating data privacy
and cyber security, prosecuting cyber crime may still prove difficult in the
future. A lack of attributable data and evidence for alleged criminal acts
conducted online will make it harder for law enforcement to effectively
prosecute criminals.
This challenge will be exacerbated by an ongoing shortage of cyber
security professionals, which will make it that much harder to accurately
identify potential cyber threats.

02

A growing emphasis on social engineering

Although security solutions are more robust and powerful than ever
before, they still face a major challenge: human error. In the coming years,
internet communications will likely become more secure, especially as
technology evolves to reduce the relevancy of network-based threats.

It’s hard to take a look at the
calendar and make predictions
about what the future will
hold, especially in an industry
as complex and fast-paced as
cyber security. But by taking
the time now to build that
foundation, you can set your
business up for lasting success
as changes arise and new
threats emerge.

Nevertheless, the human element remains. Users can and will continue
making mistakes that lead to data loss. Attackers will still attempt to lure
users into taking actions that could compromise security.

03

Greater cyber risks facing the financial sector

As payment systems are modernized, financial transactions may become
entirely digital. This transformation will usher in a wide range of platforms
and methods to conduct financial transactions.
This diversity will likely expand the threat surface for financial institutions
and platforms, increasing the likelihood of fraud-based attacks targeting
digital currencies, the blockchain, and real-time payment solutions.
What’s more, because of their decentralized nature, regulatory bodies will
take some time to catch up and enforce compliance activities.
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Conclusion
We hope this eBook has given you valuable insight
into the state of cyber security.
IF YOU TAKE ONLY ONE THING AWAY FROM WHAT
YOU’VE READ, WE HOPE IT’S THAT BUSINESSES
LIKE YOURS ARE FACING VERY REAL,
EVER-EVOLVING CYBER THREATS.

While it’s extremely important to have cyber insurance and
backups, you can’t rely on just these to prevent an attack. The
primary focus for businesses looking ahead should be, first and
foremost, on securing their operations now. Proactively securing
your company against emerging risks can help prevent cyber
attacks and save your business.
Remember, you’re not alone. It’s our mission to protect small and
mid-size businesses. If you have any questions, or need any help
with your cyber security, get in touch with our Field Effect team.
We’ve got your back.
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Covalence threat
monitoring, detection,
and response platform
Covalence, Field Effect’s threat monitoring, detection, and
response platform, provides small and mid-size businesses
continuous visibility into their IT networks to identify
potential threats, vulnerabilities, and malicious activities.
By providing easy-to-understand, actionable insights,
Covalence helps customers prioritize and resolve cyber
security issues and improve their security. The end result
is a powerful cyber threat detection system, delivering big
business insights without the matching price tag.

The Covalence product line includes
Covalence Remote Work, Covalence Cloud,
and Covalence Complete.

About Field Effect

Contact our
team today.

Field Effect believes that businesses of all sizes
deserve powerful cyber security solutions to
protect them. Our threat monitoring, detection,
and response platform, along with our training
and compliance products and services are the
result of years of research and development by
the brightest talents in the cyber security industry.
Our solutions are purpose-built for SMBs and
deliver sophisticated, easy-to-use and manage
technology with actionable insights to keep you
safe from cyber threats.

Contact us
letschat@fieldeffect.com
Canada and the United States
+1 (800) 299-8986
United Kingdom
+44 (0) 800 086 9176
Australia
+61 1800 431418
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